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French born Cyann shapes an earnest and bleak beauty through her soundscapes. Blending haunting piano with 
ethereal vocals, her music is best experienced live. We caught up with Cyann for a Q&A, and we quickly realized that 
this now Berlin-based artist possesses a deep, intrinsic need to create. 

When did you first become interested in making music? 

For some reason as far as I can remember, I’ve always been fascinated by pianos and felt the urge to play this 
instrument, although I’m not from a family of musicians or artists. Music has always been a natural way to express 
myself, and piano has always been the easiest medium for me. I composed my first piece for piano when I was 15 years 
old after freeing myself from a strict classical education of 10 years at the conservatory. The songwriting came a few 
years later after discovering some important female pop/rock figures from that time such as PJ Harvey, Fiona Apple, 
Beth Gibbons and Cat Power. 

From where do you draw your inspiration, and how do you most enjoy writing music? 

I draw my inspiration from my personal experience and vision of life in general, from the different emotions I go 
through regarding some situations that I need then to express and transcribe into music or words. I most enjoy writing 
music when the process of creation or composition sounds natural and rolls along by itself. It needs to sound true to me 
and not forced no matter the musical forms it takes, or if I will use it or not in the future. I’m trying not to feel pressured 
or be influenced by the musical industry that has changed a lot in the past 10 years and where music seems to be more 
and more consumed as any other disposable product. 

 



You were once a part of band Cyann & Ben. Do you prefer working on solo material or collaborating with 
others? 

Cyann & Ben was an amazing collaboration between 4 talented musicians with a strong artistic personality that led us 
on several tours and the release of 3 albums in Europe and the US. Everyone had important input to bring into the 
composition of every track. Like a lot of bands who split up, we didn’t agree on the artistic direction during the 
recording of our 4th album. It was a full-time job without a break for 7 years. I was exhausted and didn’t feel the 
inspiration in the band anymore. It became clear to me that it was the good moment to leave and to pursue my own solo 
career. I needed to take time for myself again, to work on my solo material without any pressure or contractual 
schedule. Since living in Berlin, I have had several collaborations with American Singer/songwriter Anton Barbeau, 
with Australian multi-instrumentalist/composer Anna Morley and more recently touring in France and Germany with 
French project Brome. 
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What can people expect from your live performances? 

In my live performances, I play some of my songs that are merged with atmospheric interludes, creating a 50 minutes 
live set without a break. It’s not the usual concert format. It can surprise the audience as they may not know how to 
react, or when they can applaud. I find this relationship with the audience pretty interesting somehow. It can sound 
experimental as I use a lot of different devices on stage to which I add on my voice, piano and synth to distort the 
original sound and play with feedbacks for a couple of minutes that create different soundscapes. In that sense, I feel 
close to artists such as Nils Frahm or Radiohead, for example, who also like to transform sounds from original 
instruments live. 

What’s your ideal performance setting? 

Being able to perform with good conditions, feeling comfortable on stage, having a good sound is essential as a 
musician to give a good concert. Unfortunately, it’s not always the case especially here in Berlin. I’ve played or seen so 
many musicians playing in places with no proper sound system, cables that didn’t work, no sound engineers, or bookers 
who don’t pay you. 

I toured in Russia last September in the best conditions I’ve ever had on stage as a solo artist. It gave me the opportunity 
to improve my set and to test it in front of a new crowd. I really appreciated having this level of respectful conditions as 
an opportunity to work on my live set. 

 



What role does music play in your own life? 

Music has a leading and a vital role in my life. It’s my main mode of expression. I am able to talk about a modern 
society that can be violent to me or one with which I can disagree. 

Describe one of your most cherished music memories (related to your own art or someone else’s). 

The most impressive moment was to perform at the SWSX at Austin in 2007 with Cyann & Ben. It was absolutely 
amazing to be part of this big event especially as a French band. But one of the most cherished and emotional moments 
was probably my first meeting with American Songwriter Shannon Wright. Her performances can be so intense, and 
moving. I had the chance to open for her and remember the first time we really met after the shows backstage. At first, I 
felt so impressed and shy in front of her. After 5 minutes we started to talk and laugh together about different topics that 
included anything from music to personal relationships. We met several times after and became friends. She’s definitely 
one of the artists I can totally identify with as far as the emotional level she’s able to transmit on stage. 

 

 


